
The Sun Will Shine Again In the 

Garden

What’s wrong, Laura?

I failed  

my quiz today,  

Dad!

It was too  

hard for me, and 

now I don’t feel like 

being cheerful or 

trying again. I’m sorry you’re 

discouraged.

Do you see that 

pretty sunflower 

over there?



Maybe I should  

just pluck myself up by the 

roots and leave the garden 

for a place where the  

sun shines more.

What the sunflower doesn’t 

realize is that the rainy weather 

won’t last forever. In fact, rain 

is needed so the sunflower and 

other plants have the water they 

need to grow. Even  

the earthworms need  

some rainwater to  

stay healthy.

Imagine if it got 

sad every time 

the sun was 

hidden by rain. A 

sunflower needs 

plenty of sun 

to grow big and 

tall, but what if 

it had been rainy 

and stormy for 

several days, and 

the sunflower 

thought it was 

too hard to 

grow upright.

Or maybe the 

flower would 

worry that if the 

ground got too 

wet, her roots 

would loosen in 

the muddy soil 

and she would 

topple over. 

It might seem 

too hard to 

keep standing 

straight and tall 

with all the rain 

and gloom.



As a plant grows, its 

roots reach deeper 

into the soil. The roots 

help the plant to stand 

strong. The roots also 

gain nourishment for the 

plant from the ground.

This nourishment helps 

the stem, leaves, and 

petals to grow strong, 

tall, and lovely.

As the plant grows 

stronger, even when the 

winds blow, it will still 

stand strong.

Remember that despite 

the rain clouds or 

storms, the sun is always 

shining. In time the plant 

will feel the warmth of 

the sun again.



When things happen that get you discouraged or down, 

you don’t have to let it make your whole day dreary. Think 

of those difficult times like the rain clouds covering the 

sky—no matter how dark and stormy those clouds may be, 

the sun is still shining, and will, in time, sparkle through.

For today’s lesson,  

children, remember that when  

dark clouds cover the sky and you 

feel down, you must not forget that 

behind those clouds the sun is  

always shining just as brightly  

and strong as ever.

Yes, ma’am.

How is it  

going with your 

math quiz?

I’m almost done, 

Ms. Young.

Fine.

Lesson for today:  
How to be a happy 
sunflower

This is hard!



You have to be patient and keep persevering even 

when you face difficulties. The difficult things you 

face can teach you to persevere.

Do your best, and in time you will succeed.

This isn’t easy  

for me, but I’ll keep trying 

and doing my best.

I’m done!  

It wasn’t as hard  

as I thought it  

would be.

Wonderful!  

I knew you could  

do it, Laura.



Thank you, Daddy,  

for telling me the story  

about the sunflower yesterday. 

Today in school I was having a 

hard time understanding  

our lesson.

Then I remembered  

what you said about trying 

even when something is 

difficult and I kept trying,  

and then it all made  

sense in the end.

I’m glad, Laura.  

Persevering is always 

worthwhile!

When you are trying to learn to do 

something that seems too hard for 

you or are discouraged by something 

that happened, remember to stay 

positive and persevere. Don’t let 

discouragement and sadness prevent 

you from trying. In the end you’ll be 

glad that you didn’t give up.
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